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Essentially all modern climate models utilize a plane-parallel (PP) radiative transfer approach in physics parameterizations; however, the potential errors that arise from neglecting three-dimensional (3-D) interactions between radiation and mountains/snow
on climate simulations have not been studied and quantified. This paper is a continuation of our efforts to investigate 3-D mountains/snow effects on solar flux distributions
and their impact on surface hydrology over the Western United States, specifically
the Rocky and Sierra-Nevada Mountains. We use the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model applied at a 30 km grid resolution with incorporation of a 3-D
radiative transfer parameterization covering a time period from 1 November 2007 to
31 May 2008 during which abundant snowfall occurred.
Comparison of the 3-D WRF simulation with the observed snow water equivalent
(SWE) and precipitation from Snowpack Telemetry (SNOTEL) sites shows reasonable
agreement in terms of spatial patterns and daily and seasonal variability, although the
simulation generally has a positive precipitation bias. We show that 3-D mountain features have a profound impact on the diurnal and monthly variation of surface radiative
and heat fluxes and on the consequent elevation-dependence of snowmelt and precipitation distributions. In particular, during the winter months, large deviations (3-D–PP) of
the monthly mean surface solar flux are found in the morning and afternoon hours due
to shading effects for elevations below 2.5 km. During spring, positive deviations shift
to earlier morning. Over the mountain tops above 3 km, positive deviations are found
throughout the day, with the largest values of 40–60 W m−2 occurring at noon during
the snowmelt season of April to May. The monthly SWE deviations averaged over the
entire domain show an increase in lower elevations due to reduced snowmelt, leading
to a reduction in cumulative runoff. Over higher elevation areas, positive SWE deviations are found because of increased solar radiation available at the surface. Overall,
this study shows that deviations of SWE due to 3-D radiation effects range from an
increase of 18 % at the lowest elevation range (1.5–2 km) to a decrease of 8 % at the
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The spatial orientation and inhomogeneous features of mountains/snow interact with
direct and diffuse solar beams in an intricate manner. Quantifying these interactions
and reliably determining total surface solar fluxes for incorporation in a land surface
model has been a challenging task that has yet to be accomplished in regional and
global climate modeling. Virtually all current climate models have used a plane-parallel
(PP) radiative transfer program to perform radiation parameterization, and the potential
errors have never been quantified.
In conjunction with radiative transfer in mountains/snow regions, we have developed
a Monte Carlo photon tracing program, which is specifically applicable to intense and
complex inhomogeneous mountains. We demonstrate that the effect of mountains on
surface radiative balance is substantial in terms of subgrid variability as well as domain average conditions – a significant solar flux deviation of ∼ 10–35 W m−2 from the
plane-parallel radiation parameterization of conventional climate models would occur if
realistic mountain features were accounted for in surface energy modeling (Liou et al.,
2007; Lee et al., 2011, 2012). Because of the computational burden required by the
3-D Monte Carlo photon tracing program, an innovative parameterization approach in
terms of deviations from the PP radiative transfer results, which are readily available
in climate models, was developed for the five components of surface solar flux: direct
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1 Introduction
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highest elevation range (above 3 km). Since lower elevation areas occupy larger fractions of the land surface, the net effect of 3-D radiative transfer is to extend snowmelt
and snowmelt-driven runoff into the warm season. Additionally, because about 60–
90 % of water resources originate from mountains worldwide, the aforementioned differences in simulated hydrology due solely to 3-D interactions between solar radiation
and mountains/snow merit further investigation in order to understand the implications
to modeling mountain water resources and their vulnerability to climate change and air
pollution.
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and diffuse fluxes, direct- and diffuse-reflected fluxes, and coupled flux, which involves
mountain interactions (Lee et al., 2011). In the development of 3-D radiation parameterization in terms of deviations from PP results, we adopted the mean values for the
sky view factor, the terrain configuration factor, the cosine of the solar zenith angle,
and conventional topographic parameters for a pre-selected 10 km × 10 km domain involving mean elevation and slope in multiple linear regression analysis, along with their
standard deviation and skewness. We used a rugged area of the Sierra Nevada Mountains as an experimental testbed for this development (Lee et al., 2011). Five regression equations for flux deviations, which are linear and have a general 5 by 5 matrix
form, have been derived. The flux components computed from Monte Carlo simulations were used to assess the accuracies of multiple regression analysis results for the
five flux components, along with multiple determination coefficients R 2 , with a number of surface albedos. The most significant term is the direct flux, which generally
−2
has high correlations of > 0.9 with root mean square errors less than 3 W m (out of
−2
−2
700 W m ). Deviations from plane-parallel results are on the order of 100 W m . For
2
other flux components, R ranges between 0.6–0.9 and deviations are on the order of
a few W m−2 .
The preceding 3-D radiative transfer parameterization was incorporated into the
WRF model (Skamarock et al., 2005) to investigate and understand the impact of the
spatial and temporal distribution and variation of surface solar fluxes on land-surface
processes (Gu et al., 2012). The model domain selected for the study was the SierraNevada Mountain range, which is centered at 35◦ N–120◦ W and covers the area from
◦
◦
135–105 W and 20–45 N. 48 h model integrations have been performed starting on
29 March 2007, at 00:00 UTC. We showed that the mountain effect could produce up
−2
to −50 to +50 W m deviations in downward surface solar fluxes over mountain areas,
resulting in a temperature increase of up to 1 ◦ C on the sunny side. Surface sensible
and latent heat fluxes are modulated accordingly to compensate for the change in surface solar fluxes. SWE and surface albedo both show decreases on the sunny side of
the mountains, indicating more snowmelt and hence reduced snow albedo associated
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with more solar insolation due to the mountain effect. The day-averaged deviations in
the surface solar flux are positive over the mountain areas and negative in the valleys,
−2
with a range between −12 to +12 W m . Differences in the domain-averaged diurnal
variation over the Sierras illustrate that mountain areas receive more solar flux during
early morning and late afternoon, resulting in enhanced sensible heat and latent heat
fluxes from the surface and a corresponding increase in surface skin temperature.
In this paper, we investigate the longer term effect of 3-D radiative transfer over
mountains/snow in the Western United States covering both the narrow coastal SierraNevada Range and the broad continental Rocky Mountains. Marked by complex terrain
and with surface hydrology dominated by seasonal precipitation and snow accumulation and melt (e.g., Leung et al., 2003a, b), the Western United States presents an
interesting region to study the effects of 3-D radiation on the surface energy and water
balance. The surface hydrology of the region has been shown to be sensitive to climate change (Leung et al., 2004; Kapnick and Hall, 2010) and aerosol deposition in
snowpack (Qian et al., 2009). Thus, understanding factors leading to uncertainties in
modeling snowpack and runoff is important for improving hydrologic predictions from
seasonal to century time scales. We present pertinent simulation results in terms of
deviations (3-D–PP) of surface solar fluxes and their impact on a number of surface
parameters from 1 November 2007 to 31 May 2008 during which abundant snowfall
occurred. We focus our analysis on the complex terrains ranging from 1.5 km to above
3 km, which are grouped into four elevation zones.
The organization of the present study is as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the WRF
model used in this investigation, followed by a discussion in Sect. 3 on comparison of
3-D simulation results with available observations for SWE and precipitation. In Sect. 4,
we discuss the significance of 3-D radiation effect on the diurnal, monthly, and elevation
variation in solar flux, sensible and latent heat fluxes, and surface skin temperature. We
do likewise for the monthly averaged surface fluxes, cloud water path, SWE, precipitation, and runoff. Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.
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To study the longer term effect of 3-D radiation over mountains/snow, we have employed the WRF model version 3.4 (Skamarock et al., 2008). The relevant model
components include the Noah land-surface model (LSM), which is a 4-layer soil temperature and moisture model with canopy moisture and snow cover prediction (Chen
and Dudhia, 2001), MM5 surface layer scheme (Paulson, 1970; Dyer and Hicks, 1970;
Webb, 1970; Beljaars, 1994; Zhang and Anthes, 1982), Lin scheme for microphysics
(Lin et al., 1983), Kain–Fritsch cumulus scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1990, 1993), and
YSU scheme for planetary boundary layer (Hong et al., 2006). For snow–covered surfaces, the Noah LSM considers a mixed snow–vegetation–soil layer and simulates the
snow accumulation, sublimation, melting, and heat exchange at the snow–atmosphere
and snow–soil interfaces using a simple snow parameterization developed by Koren et al. (1999). The 3-D radiation parameterization follows the approach presented
above, which was used in connection with the Fu–Liou–Gu plane-parallel radiation
scheme (Fu and Liou, 1992, 1993; Gu et al., 2010, 2011), a scheme which has been
included in the WRF physics package.
We have selected a domain covering the Rocky and Sierra Mountains in the Western United States, which is centered at 35◦ N–120◦ W and covers the area from 135–
◦
◦
102.5 W and 20–45 N. The horizontal grid resolution is 30 km together with a vertical
resolution of 28 model levels, the same as discussed in Sect. 1. Initial and boundary
conditions are provided by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
Final (FNL) Operational Global Analysis available from the Global Forecast System
(GFS) every 6 h on 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ grids. Model integrations have been performed starting
from 1 November 2007 at 00:00 UTC for a period of 7 months, ending on 31 May 2008,
which was selected because the observed snowpack was above the climatological average during this time so that we can assess the effect of 3-D radiative transfer on
surface hydrology during a wet year. To investigate the impact of 3-D mountains on
surface insolation and snow budget over the Rocky–Sierra regions, we have designed
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The spatial and temporal distributions of surface solar radiation are the primary energy sources that contribute to the energy and water balance at the 3-D and inhomogeneous mountain surface, particularly the snowmelt (Geiger, 1965; Bonan, 2002; Gu
et al., 2002; Müller and Scherer, 2005). Figure 2a depicts the monthly mean SWE map,
ranging from 5–1200 mm, for April 2008 simulated from the WRF with the inclusion of
3-D radiation parameterization for mountains/snow. The simulation SWE results are
seen over the vast Rocky Mountain region and, to a lesser degree, the Sierra Nevada
Mountain to the west. The SWE pattern shows relatively smaller values at the highest
elevation in response to the reduced precipitation and the largest solar flux available
at mountain tops. The 3-D mountain shading effect also plays a pivotal role in reducing the solar flux availability at some lower elevation areas, resulting in more SWE
accumulation in these areas.
Figure 2b shows the monthly mean SWE values estimated from the Northern Hemisphere daily snow depth analysis data processed by the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) (Brown and Brasnett, 2010) at a spatial resolution of 24 km, which is comparable to the WRF simulations at 30 km grid resolution. The CMC data clearly display
SWE over the Rocky and Sierras mountain regions. The simulated WRF results show
a similar spatial pattern to CMC but larger SWEs in terms of both the magnitude and
areal coverage than the observations. We also compared the monthly time series of
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3 Comparison with observations: SWE and precipitation

Discussion Paper

5

the following two experiments. The PP experiment was the control run in which the
Fu–Liou–Gu radiation scheme was used for PP radiative transfer calculations, while
the 3-D experiment was identical to PP, except that the parameterization for 3-D solar
flux deviations over the Rocky–Sierra mountain areas was implemented within the Fu–
Liou–Gu radiation scheme. Figure 1 displays the elevation map over a 30 km resolution grid for the Rocky–Sierra areas in the Western United States. The box on the map
displays major mountainous areas where simulation results are analyzed.
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SWE for the study domain for two elevation zones of 2.5–3 km and > 3 km (Fig. 2c) with
the results presented in Rasmussen et al. (2011) (Fig. 2d) for the same cold season
starting November 2007. The black dots in Fig. 2d denote the SWE measurements
collected at SNOTEL stations typically between 2.4 and 3.6 km in Colorado, and the
various curves correspond to WRF simulations performed at a 4 km resolution with
various adjustments and averaged over all the SNOTEL locations. Our results at the
two elevation zones simulated by the WRF at a 30 km resolution with 3-D radiation
parameterization are smaller than the observed SNOTEL data and the 4 km resolution WRF simulations. Considering no specific changes have been made to the WRF
model for our simulations as well as the coarser spatial resolution, our results are in
reasonable agreement with the control simulation displayed in Fig. 2d.
Moreover, we compared the domain-averaged monthly cumulative precipitation from
the 3-D simulation for two elevation zones of 2.5–3 km and > 3 km with the Parameterelevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) data (Daly et al., 1994;
Taylor et al., 1997), which are averaged results determined from cumulative precipitation measured by 112 SNOTEL sites (Fig. 3a). These sites provide a long-term record
of precipitation at high elevations from gauges across the Western United States. The
cumulative precipitation increases from November to May, with more precipitation accumulated between December and February. The 30 km resolution model results are
larger than, but consistent with, the PRISM values. The daily (0–240 days) precipitation time series from the 3-D simulation is displayed in Fig. 3b, along with the PRISM
data. Again, the results reveal that the model reproduced the observed daily variability
quite well, but is consistently larger than the PRISM data. Note that our simulations employed the Lin microphysics parameterization, whereas Rasmussen et al. (2011) used
the Thompson microphysics parameterization. Thus, differences between the two could
be related to microphysics parameterizations, in addition to model resolutions. Overall,
however, our simulations capture key features of the daily and seasonal variability as
well as the spatial pattern of precipitation and snowpack, which provide confidence for
analysis of the impacts of 3-D radiation effects on surface hydrology.
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The diurnal variation of downward surface solar flux over mountain areas is critically
important to regional weather and climate predictions. Figure 4 illustrates simulated
deviations in the monthly-averaged downward solar flux at the surface (3-D–PP) for
8 a.m., 12 noon, and 5 p.m. LT in April 2008. The spatial and temporal variations of
surface solar flux over the Rocky–Sierra regions are determined by the position of the
sun. The averaged solar zenith angles for the month of April corresponding to the three
local times are also depicted in the figure. In the early morning, the sun is from the
east, and positive deviations are shown on the southeast side of the mountains, while
negative values are located in the northwest region. At noon, positive deviations are
mostly located south of 38◦ N and on mountain tops, while negative values are seen
north of the mountains, especially in valley areas. In the late afternoon, opposite to the
morning hour, increases in solar flux are located on the southwest of the mountains,
while decreases in solar fluxes are found in the northeast region.
Deviations (3-D–PP) in the monthly mean domain-averaged diurnal variation time
series of downward surface solar flux for a number of elevation ranges, including 1.5–
2 km (red), 2–2.5 km (orange), 2.5–3 m (green), above 3 km (blue), as well as the whole
domain (black), over the Rocky–Sierra area are shown in Fig. 5 for 6 months (December 2007 to May 2008). Flat lines denote nighttime during which solar insolation is
zero. During the winter months (December 2007–February 2008), positive deviations
in the surface solar flux are found in the morning (7–10 a.m.) and afternoon (2–5 p.m.),
while negative deviations are shown between 10 a.m.–2 p.m. for lower elevations below 2.5 km. For the higher elevation of 2.5–3 km, the negative regions only occur in
February. The maximum negative deviation occurs in the lower elevation (1.5–2 km)
around noon in February, with a value on the order of 30 W m−2 produced by the 3D mountain effect. During the spring (March–May 2008), positive deviations shifts to
earlier morning (6–8 a.m.) while negative deviations begin to occur at 8 a.m. Negative
19397
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case as a function of latitude and longitude is shown in Fig. 9a. The corresponding
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deviations become smaller in magnitude for the noon time because of overhead sun,
which reduces the shading effect. Starting in April, positive deviations are seen around
noon, in addition to those in the early morning and later afternoon, leading to larger
diurnal variations during the day. Over the mountain tops (above 3 km), positive deviations are found throughout the day, indicating that more solar fluxes are available in this
region due to the 3-D mountain effect. The maximum positive deviation is found around
noon in May with a value of ∼ 60 W m−2 , which is ∼ 6 % of the downward solar flux at
the time. The domain averaged variation is basically dominant at the lower elevations
below 2.5 km, which comprise about 65 % of the domain area in the current analysis.
Increases or decreases in the surface downward solar radiation affect latent and
sensible fluxes, leading to surface skin temperature variation, which are displayed in
Figs. 6–8. Changes in the seasonal sensible and latent heat fluxes, as functions of local
time and elevation, basically follow the patterns of solar flux presented above. However,
negative (winter) and positive (spring) deviations become smaller in magnitude around
noon. The sensible heat flux is generally greater than the latent heat flux associated
with temperature and water vapor gradients in mountain areas. For example, in May,
we see a maximum of ∼ 30 W m−2 around noon for sensible heat flux compared to
−2
∼ 10 W m for latent heat flux. Deviations in the surface skin temperature largely match
the diurnal time series patterns in surface solar fluxes during winter and spring. The
surface skin temperature displays cooling for lower elevations (< 2.5 km) produced by
the 3-D mountain effect (except during the daytime in May). For mountain top regions
(> 3 km), warming is found throughout the day for both winter and spring, the degree
of which is dependent on the mean solar zenith angle and sunlight hour. The surface
temperature deviation ranges between −0.3 to +0.3 K, except in May, during which
surface temperature varies from 0.3 to 1.2 K.
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deviations (3-D–PP) are displayed in Fig. 9c. Because of the cancellation of opposite
deviations on the two sides of mountains during morning and afternoon hours, solar
◦
flux is enhanced broadly on the south facing side of the mountains south of 38 N and
◦
reduced on the north facing side northward of 38 N. In addition, larger increases in
solar flux due to 3-D effect are mainly found over mountain tops. Larger reductions, on
the other hand, are mostly observed over valley areas between 40–44◦ N and west of
110◦ W, where mountains are located in the south and the east. Changes in the surface
downward solar flux distribution can affect the formation of clouds, which in turn will
impact the transfer of solar flux reaching the surface. Thus, we also examine cloud
water path (CWP) produced from experiments 3-D and PP for April 2008. Figure 9b
shows the CWP distributions, while Fig. 9d displays deviations (3-D–PP). In reference
to Fig. 9d, CWP increases over the mountain summits in the vicinity of northern Rockies
where downward solar radiation increases (Fig. 9c), which can enhance the upslope
flow and convection, leading to more cloud formation. The increased CWP will in turn
partially offset the increased solar radiation over mountain tops.
In Fig. 10a–d, we show deviations (3-D–PP) of the domain-averaged monthly net
solar flux, which is defined as the downward solar flux multiplied by (1 − Ā), where Ā is
the monthly surface albedo, sensible and latent heat fluxes, and surface skin temperature for a 7 month period as a function of elevation. For net solar, sensible heat, and
latent heat fluxes over lower elevations (< 2.5 km), negative deviations are shown, with
the largest reduction occurring in March. Surface skin temperature largely follows the
preceding flux patterns. For higher elevations (> 2.5 km), positive deviations are seen
with a minimum between the months of February and March and substantial increases
in deviations starting in March associated with the position of the sun. The monthly
changes of the whole domain basically follow the pattern of lower elevation ranges
(< 2.5 km) which comprises ∼ 65 % of the area mentioned previously.
The monthly averaged CWP (g m−2 ) over the entire domain simulated from the 3-D
experiment as a function of elevation is illustrated in Fig. 11a. The corresponding deviations (3-D–PP) are displayed in Fig. 11b. The cloud water over the Rocky–Sierra
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regions appears to generally increase from November and, after reaching a maximum
in January, decreases until April and then shows a trend of increasing in May. From
November to January, due to the 3-D mountain effect, CWP presents positive changes
for the lowest elevation (1.5–2 km) and elevations > 3 km. From January to April, negative deviations occur in all elevation areas. The monthly averaged cloud fraction (%) is
shown in Fig. 11c, with the associated deviations depicted in Fig. 11d. Their patterns
generally follow those of CWP.
The monthly mean SWE (mm) averaged over the entire domain as a function of elevation is shown in Fig. 12a. The corresponding SWE deviations (3-D–PP) are displayed
in Fig. 12d, which show an increase in lower elevations due to the mountain shading effect, with the largest value occurring in March. The positive deviations become smaller
after March because the sun is more often overhead during the spring, leading to a reduced shading effect. As a result of increased snow accumulation that reduces rainfall
and/or snowmelt contributions to runoff, the cumulative runoff deviations (3-D–PP) are
reduced for lower elevation areas (Fig. 12f) with reference to the values produced from
the 3-D mountain experiment displayed in Fig. 12c. Due to the mountain effect, SWE
decreases over higher elevation areas in connection with greater solar radiation available at the surface. At the elevation range above 3 km, SWE is reduced by 8 % in April
and 24 % in May due to 3-D effects. The cumulative runoff increases in February and
a maximum increase occurs in April for the elevation range 2.5–3 km, while for elevations above 3 km, the cumulative runoff values substantially increase after March
associated with the increased surface solar flux produced by the 3-D mountain effect,
leading to increased snowmelt runoff. The surface runoff is calculated from the simple water balance (SWB) model (Schaake et al., 1996). The snow model in the Noah
land-surface model simulates the snow accumulation, sublimation, melting, and heat
exchange at snow-atmosphere and snow–soil interfaces. The precipitation is grouped
as snow when the temperature in the lowest atmospheric layer is below 0 ◦ C.
The monthly mean precipitation (mm) as a function of elevation over the simulation
domain is shown in Fig. 12b. Generally precipitation increases with elevation due to
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The 3-D radiative transfer parameterization developed for the computation of surface
solar fluxes has been incorporated into the WRF model and applied at a resolution of
30 km over the Rocky–Sierra Mountains in the Western United States. We have carried out simulations for a seven-month period from 1 November 2007 to 31 May 2008,
during which snow accumulation was abundant, to understand the effect of 3-D mountains/snow on the diurnal and monthly variation of surface radiative and heat fluxes and
the consequence of snowmelt and precipitation on different elevations. The monthly
mean SWE values from the WRF simulation with 3-D radiation are generally comparable in spatial pattern and seasonality to the CMC and SNOTEL data. In view of the
relatively coarse resolution of 30 km compared to the WRF simulations performed at
a 4 km resolution presented by Rasmussen et al. (2011), our simulated SWE is high
in magnitude. This is confirmed by comparing our simulated precipitation at high elevation zones (higher than 2.5 km) with SNOTEL data, which are also obtained at high
elevations. Nevertheless, our simulations captured the spatial pattern, elevation dependence, and daily/seasonal variability of precipitation and snowpack sufficiently well to
provide confidence for investigating the impacts of 3-D radiation associated with moun-
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orographic forcing except above 3 km where moisture is significantly depleted due to
rainout at the lower elevations. Precipitation increases from November to May with
substantially larger values for elevation areas higher than 2.5 km. In terms of deviations
(3-D–PP), we see decreases in higher elevation areas, with a minimum occurring in
April in relation to the CWP deviation result (Fig. 11b), which also contributes to SWE
decrease. For lower regions, precipitation deviations (Fig. 12e) increase and result in
the increased SWE in conjunction with the reduced runoff. Thus, one important impact
of the 3-D mountain effect is to delay the snowmelt-driven runoff into the warm season
for lower elevations and, at the same time, to enhance the SWE in higher elevation
regions.
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tains/snow on the surface hydrology of the Western United States. Key findings are
summarized as follows.
First, deviations of the monthly mean surface solar flux produced by 3-D mountain
effects compared to PP results over the Rocky–Sierra Mountain regions are a func−2
tion of elevation and time of the day. During winter, positive deviations up to 10 W m
are found in the morning from 7–10 a.m. as well as in the afternoon from 2–5 p.m.
due to shading effects for areas at elevations below 2.5 km. The maximum negative
deviation occurs in the lower elevation from 1.5–2 km around noon in February with
−2
a value of ∼ 30 W m . During spring, positive deviations shifts to earlier morning (between 6–8 a.m.), while negative deviations begin to occur at 8 a.m. Over the mountain
tops above 3 km, positive deviations are found throughout the day, indicating that more
solar fluxes are available in this region in association with longer daylight hours. The
−2
maximum positive deviation is found around noon in May, with a value of ∼ 60 W m .
Second, deviations in the surface solar radiation field can affect latent and sensible
heat fluxes, and the changes in the surface energy balance are reflected in changes
in surface skin temperature. Changes in the seasonal sensible and latent heat fluxes
as functions of local time and elevation primarily follow net solar flux patterns. Also,
negative (winter) and positive (spring) deviations in sensible/latent heat fluxes become
smaller in magnitude around noon. The deviations in sensible heat flux are generally
greater than that of latent heat flux, which reflect the bowen ratio in the semi-arid Western United States. We obtained a maximum of ∼ 30 W m−2 around noon for sensible
heat flux compared to ∼ 10 W m−2 for latent heat flux in May. Deviations in the surface skin temperature, which largely follows the diurnal net solar flux pattern, displays
cooling for elevations below 2.5 km due to shading effects. For mountain top regions
(> 3 km), warming is found throughout the day for both winter and spring.
Third, the monthly SWE deviations averaged over the entire domain show an increase in lower elevations due to the mountain shading effect, which produces the
largest value in March (a 15 % increase at the lowest elevation range of 1.5–2 km) and
positive deviations become smaller during other spring months associated with the
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position of overhead sun. The cumulative runoff is subsequently reduced in lower elevation areas from February to May due to the mountain effect that reduces snowmelt.
On the contrary, over higher elevation areas, SWE decreases by 8–24 % in April and
May in connection with more solar radiation available at the surface. As a result of
increased snowmelt, the cumulative runoff increases in spring with a maximum increase occurring in April for the elevation range 2.5–3 km. At the mountain tops above
3 km, the cumulative runoff values substantially increase after March associated with
the increased surface solar flux produced by the 3-D mountain effect, leading to increased snowmelt runoff. Precipitation decreases from November to May with substantially larger deviations at elevation higher than 2.5 km. For lower elevation regions,
precipitation increases and contributes to the increased SWE due to shading effects.
Thus, an important impact of the 3-D mountain effect is to enhance (reduce) the SWE
in lower (higher) elevation regions, while concurrently shifting the runoff seasonality
through changes in snowmelt.
Overall, this study shows that deviations of SWE due to 3-D radiation effects range
from an increase of 18 % at the lowest elevation range (1.5–2 km) to a decrease of 8 %
at the highest elevation range (> 3 km) during the snowmelt season of April to May. Because lower elevation areas occupy larger fractions of the land surface, the net effect of
3-D radiation is to extend snowmelt and snowmelt-driven runoff into the warm season.
The redistribution of SWE across elevation and shift in runoff timing have important implications to cold season surface hydrology that may extend through the warm season
due to changes in soil moisture and evapotranspiration. Since about 60–90 % of water
resources originate from mountains worldwide, the aforementioned differences in simulated hydrology due solely to 3-D interactions between solar radiation and mountains
merit further investigation in order to understand the implications to modeling mountain
water resources and their vulnerability to climate change and air pollution.
We have focused in this study on analysis involving the interactions between solar radiation and surface energy and water budgets by means of elevation bands. As
a follow-up study, we plan to investigate the 3-D mountain orientation effect on the dis-
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tributions of surface solar and heat fluxes, SWE, runoff, and precipitation on the basis
of simulations presented above. It would also be interesting to study surface hydrological patterns in relation to the 3-D mountain radiation effect in the summer months
to investigate how changes in surface energy and hydrology associated with SWE,
runoff, and soil moisture influence evapotranspiration patterns in the summer, as well
as how diurnal deviations of solar radiation due to mountains influence convection and
the diurnal timing and amount of precipitation.
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Fig. 1. The elevation map over a 30 km resolution grid for the Rocky–Sierra areas in the Western United States. The box on the map displays major mountainous areas where simulation
results are analyzed and presented in the paper.
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Fig. 2. (a) The monthly mean SWE map (5–1200 mm, see Fig. 1) for April 2008 simulated
from the WRF with the inclusion of 3-D radiation parameterization. (b) The monthly mean SWE
values estimated from the Northern Hemisphere daily snow depth analysis data processed
by the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC). (c) The monthly time series of SWE for the
study domain for two elevation zones of 2.5–3 km and > 3 km. (d) The monthly time series of
SWE presented in Rasmussen et al. (2011). The black dots denote the SWE measurements
collected at stations typically between 2.4 and 3.6 km in Colorado.
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Fig. 3. (a) The domain-averaged
monthly cumulative precipitation simulated from the present
model for two elevation zones of 2.5–3 km and > 3 km with the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) data, which are the averaged results determined
from cumulative precipitation measured from 112 SNOTEL sites. (b) The daily (0–240 days)
precipitation time series computed from the 3-D model, along with the PRISM data.
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Fig. 5. Deviations
(3-D–PP) in the monthly mean domain-averaged diurnal variation time series of surface solar flux for a number of elevation ranges, including 1.5–2 km (red), 2–2.5 km
(orange), 2.5–3 m (green), above 3 km (blue), as well as the whole domain (black), over the
Rocky–Sierra area for 6 months (December 2007 to May 2008). Flat lines denote nighttime
during which solar insolation is zero.
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Fig. 6. Same as in Fig. 5, except for the monthly mean domain-averaged diurnal variation time
series of sensible heat flux.
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Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 5, except for the monthly mean domain-averaged diurnal variation time
series of latent heat flux.
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Fig. 8. Same as in Fig. 5, except for the monthly mean domain-averaged diurnal variation time
series of surface skin temperature.
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Fig. 9. (a) The monthly averaged surface solar flux (W m−2 ) map for April 2008 simulated for
the 3-D case as a function of latitude and longitude. (b) The monthly averaged Cloud Water
−2
Path (CWP, g m ) map for April 2008 simulated for the 3-D case as a function of latitude and
longitude. (c) The corresponding deviation (3-D–PP) map for downward solar flux. (d) The
corresponding deviation (3-D–PP) map for CWP.
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Fig. 10. Deviations (3-D–PP) of the domain-averaged monthly (a) net solar flux, (b) sensible
heat flux, (c) latent heat flux, and (d) surface skin temperature for a 7 month period (November
2007–May 2008) as a function of elevation. 1.5–2 km (red), 2–2.5 km (orange), 2.5–3 m (green),
above 3 km (blue), and the whole domain (black).
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Fig. 11. (a) The monthly averaged Cloud Water Path (CWP, g m−2 ) over the entire domain simulated from the 3-D experiment as a function of elevation. (b) The corresponding deviations
(3-D–PP) for CWP. (c) The monthly averaged cloud fraction (%) over the entire domain simulated from the 3-D experiment as a function of elevation. (d) The corresponding deviations
(3-D–PP) for cloud fraction. 1.5–2 km (red), 2–2.5 km (orange), 2.5–3 m (green), above 3 km
(blue), and the whole domain (black).
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Fig. 12

Fig. 12. (a) The monthly mean Snow Water Equivalent (SWE, mm) averaged over the simulation domain as a function of elevation. (b) The monthly mean precipitation (mm) averaged
over the simulation domain as a function of elevation. (c) The monthly mean cumulative runoff
averaged over the simulation domain as a function of elevation. (d) The corresponding SWE
deviations (3-D–PP). (e) The correspondence precipitation deviations (3-D–PP). (f) The correspondence runoff deviations (3-D–PP). 1.5–2 km (red), 2–2.5 km (orange), 2.5–3 m (green),
above 3 km (blue), and the whole domain (black).
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